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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Short stories: The Pyramids Tips is set in
Cairo, Egypt, during Josian s and Luis s first trip outside of Puerto Rico. Separated from his sick
mother, Luis feels free for the first time in his life, falling in love at first sight with the Arab world.
Eager to live every second fully, he surrenders himself to the experience. Josian, who organized the
trip and worked for months to afford it, feels subjected by Luis s sudden independence and
transformation. Josian s discomfort soon transforms into loathing for everything Arabic. Will Luis
enjoy Egypt s magic? Or will Josian win in his struggle to impose himself on the enchantment that is
distancing Luis? Beasts and Beasts takes place in a remote fictional past, where humans are born
with a wolf tied to their bodies by an umbilical cord. The setting is a harsh desert where survival is
unlikely, forcing the population to live in a walled city. To keep order, humans have to tame the
wolves bestiality by keeping them under permanent blindfold. Games is a young man...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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